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The Rise of Subtitling

Prof. Jorge Díaz-Cintas
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Cinema  TV  DVD > Blu-ray  Internet  HbbTV  OTT

Distributors/Exhibitors  Broadcasters/Narrowcasters  Publishers 
Streaming / VoD providers

Analogue  digital (convergence media)

More translation (dub + sub); more genres; more channels...

Easier manipulation of material

Audiovisualisation

Comoditisation
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www.cable.co.uk/news/digital-economy-bill-will-require-on-demand-programmes-to-include-subtitles-700001735/

Audiovisual Translation Modes
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Multimodal communication

Audio

Visual

Sound

Music

Images

Language

Audiovisual Translation

Interpreting

Dubbing

Voiceover

Narration

Subtitling

Surtitling

AVT modes - traditional
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Sign Language Interpreting

Subtitling for the deaf and the hard-of-hearing

Intralingual & interlingual

Re-speaking

Audio description for the blind and the partially sighted

Audio subtitling (spoken subtitles)

Accessibility

Subtitler’s

tasks
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Language

Linguistic transfer between languages

Revision

Technology

Spotting, i.e. to decide the in and out times of subtitles

Familiarity with subtitling software equipment

Simulation and final quality control

Subtitlers - traditionally

Winning
the project

Allocate job 
to client manager

Material sent
to media

Client manager 
places job
and makes

digitised material
available

(incl. spotting)

Subtitler
downloads media,
(does spotting),

translates the files,
proofreads them and
does the spell-check.
Returns files via email

Quality control
by a second subtitler

Client manager
does technical checks
and delivers to client 

Subtitling production process
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Linguistic transfer between languages

Spotting, i.e. to decide the in and out times of subtitles: origination, timing, cueing

Simulation

Revision

Final quality control

New tasks

Conversion within the same language
Portuguese-Brazilian Pt / French-Canadian Fr / Castilian Sp-LA Spanish

Reconforming the subtitle file with new timings reviewed

Export and import subtitle files in different formats

Final product with the video and the subtitles merged

Subtitlers – today 

Subtitling

environment
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Professional programs

Freeware

In the cloud

http://ooona.net/
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Characters per line

Flat screens

Proportional lettering

Smaller screens: mobiles

Reading speeds

180 wpm and greater

12 cps / 15 cps / 20+ cps

Less reduction

Templates

Changes in subtitling practice
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Templates
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0001 : 10:00:00:04   10:00:01:22
C1Y00 
C1Y00 One, two, three, four...

0002 : 10:01:21:08   10:01:25:04
C1Y00 Steady now...
C1Y00 You can't see the cities anymore.

0003 : 10:01:25:06   10:01:27:18
C1Y00 
C1Y00 What cities?

0004 : 10:01:27:20   10:01:31:05
C1Y00 
C1Y00 Beautiful. You're on Texas now.

0005 : 10:01:31:07   10:01:34:12
C1Y00 
C1Y00 <ABBA - Sweden's greatest export.

0006 : 10:01:34:14   10:01:37:04
C1Y00 
C1Y00 <On their very first American tour.
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Templates: pros

From the industry perspective:

Process is sped up

Costs are cut down

Easier management of subtitle files

Templates: cons

All languages, irrespective of their linguistic nature, have to 
work to the same timings

Take decision power away from subtitlers as condensation is 
decided by someone else

Technical dimension is seriously curtailed

New interferences between source text and target text:

Orthotypographic dimension

Syntactical dimension

Semantic dimension
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The Big Lebowski

Dude: You brought a fucking Pomeranian
bowling?

Walter: Brought it bowling? I didn’t rent it
shoes. I’m not buying it a fucking beer. He’s
not taking your fucking turn, Dude.

Dude: Man, if my fucking ex wife asked me
to take care of her fucking dog while she
and her boyfriend went to Honolulu, I would
tell her to fuck herself. Why can’t she board
it?

Walter: First of all, Dude, you don’t have an
ex. Secondly, this is a fucking show dog with
fucking papers. You can’t board it, it gets
upset, its hair falls out. This fucking dog has
fucking papers.

¿Trajiste un chucho a la bolera?

No le alquilé zapatos, 
ni te quitará el turno, Nota.

Si mi mujer me pidiera eso, 
para irse con su novio a Hawai, 

la mandaría a la mierda. 
¿Y las perreras?

No tienes ex-mujer.

¡Es un perro de competición
con pedigrí, joder! 

En la perrera se pone nervioso
y se le cae el pelo.

¿Trajiste un chucho a la bolera?

No le alquilé zapatos, 
ni te quitará el turno, Nota.

Si mi mujer me pidiera eso, 
para irse con su novio a Hawai, 

la mandaría a la mierda. 
¿Y las perreras?

No tienes ex-mujer.

¡Es un perro de competición
con pedigrí, joder! 

En la perrera se pone nervioso
y se le cae el pelo.

You brought it?

I didn’t rent it shoes.
He’s not taking your turn, Dude.

If my ex-wife asked me
to take care of her dog

while she and her boyfriend
went to Honolulu,

I’d tell her to fuck herself.
Why can’t she board it?

Dude, you don’t have an ex,

And this is a show dog
with fucking papers.

You can’t board it. It gets
upset. Its hair falls out.
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The Sopranos (fr + el)

the template files examined made use of standard strategies of

text reduction, which were on many occasions blindly

reproduced in the TLs. Text reduction was either general, in

response to spatial, temporal or visual constraints, or

systematic, in the sense that it targeted specific types of lexical

or discursive items. In both cases the consequences of text

reduction choices in the template left visible traces in all three

languages examined and sometimes had an adverse impact on

translation quality.

Artegiani and Kapsaskis (2014: 433)

English as a pivot language
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The Flower of my Secret

The Flower of my Secret

Leo: Ah, pues ven pasado mañana... Es que quiero estar un día entero a
solas con mi marido...
Blanca: No faltaría más... ¡Y hártese de follá!

Then the next day I want
to be alone with my husband

Of course! Enjoy yourself!

Leo: Ah, then come back the day after tomorrow… You know, I want to be
a whole day alone with my husband…

Blanca: Of course… And make sure you fuck a lot!
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Inglourious Basterds (Tarantino and Roth, 2009)

English, French, German and Italian

Brazilian & Portuguese films into Italian

The Killing into Italian

Internet
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Fakesubs (Ironic)

Pressure on industry

Sim-ship (simultaneous shipping)

Simulcast

Binge watching

Work in the company’s premises 

www.20minutes.fr/article/1292942/ynews1292942?xtor=RSS-176 http://variety.com/2016/digital/news/netflix-chelsea-encoding-ui-translation-

1201776469/
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Technology 

&

Automation

Spell checker

Search function in the software interface?

Thesaurus?

Memory tool?

Glossary?

Missing
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4 March 2010  Opening up of auto-captions to all YouTube users:

http://youtube-global.blogspot.com/2010/03/future-will-be-captioned-improving.html

Auto-captioning

2008  Development of a caption feature. 

November 2009  Release of auto-captioning for a small, select group 

of partners, to automatically generate video captions. The video owner 
can also download the auto-generated captions, improve them, and 
upload the new version. Viewers can even choose an option to translate 
those captions into any one of 50 different languages.

Google Translate 1/3

http://youtube-global.blogspot.com/2010/03/future-will-be-captioned-improving.html
http://youtube-global.blogspot.com/2008/08/new-captions-feature-for-videos.html
http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2009/11/automatic-captions-in-youtube.html
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Google Translate 2/3

Google Translate 3/3
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#NoMoreCraptions

www.nomorecraptions.com
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Theatre performances available in eight languages 

A new device which enables theatre goers to read live captions of a performance in 
eight different languages has launched (26/11/2009)

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/8380266.stm 

Personal screen

This app has speech to text software which aims to help hard of hearing users.
While you wear the glasses, a second person speaks directly into a smartphone.
The speech is converted to text which is displayed on the heads-up display on the
glasses.

www.vobox.co.uk/british-demand-for-more-subtitles-for-the-hard-of-hearing

2011

2009
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Powell’s Glasses

www.networkworld.com/news/2012/072412-powell-subtitles-261112.html

See real-time subtitles through Google Glass-like apparatus 

DIY project translates speech, projects translations onto glasses as subtitles

Test
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https://tests.hermes.nflx.io

https://tests.hermes.nflx.io
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Future (?)

More AVT, particularly subtitling 

More genres / programmes

Accessibility

Automation & memory tools  postediting

More reception studies

New quality standards (?)

More creativity

Subtitles?
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Aristoc

Merci

j.diaz-cintas@ucl.ac.uk

beaucoup!
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Netflix

Disney

Taboo language

Associations
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TRAG

http://es.groups.yahoo.com/group/trag

Subtle 

http://uk.groups.yahoo.com/group/subtle 

Subtitlers

www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=1672847&trk=hb_side_g

Distribution lists / Groups

www.esist.org

www.subtitlers.org.uk

www.traducteurs-av.org

http://avteurope.eu

www.aidac.it
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Test  (1/6)

Test  (2/6)
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Test  (3/6)

Test  (4/6)
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Test  (5/6)

Test  (6/6)


